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Word bank
BENJAMINFRANKLIN       BOSTON       COMMONSENSE       DECLARATIONOFINDEPENDENCE

GEORGEWASHINGTON       INALIENABLE       JOHNADAMS       LIBERTY       LIFE       NEWENGLAND

OLIVEBRANCH       PARADOX       PATRICKHENRY       PURSUITOFHAPPINESS       THOMASJEFFERSON

TRIANGLETRADE

Across
2. Merchants from this area profited the most from the

Triangle Trade - they imported molasses and sugar
and exported rum and iron.

5. This pamphlet, written by Thomas Paine, resulted
in many colonists realizing that the time had come
to declare independence.

7. The last of the inalienable rights stated in the
Declaration of Independence.

8. This refers to the slave trade routes between
Africa, the Caribbean and North America.

12. This fiery Virginian spoke these famous words -
"Give me liberty, or give me death."

13. In 1776 Americans pointed cannons at the British
in this city, causing them to flee.

15. The first of the three inalienable rights outlined in
the Declaration of Independence.

16. The second of the three inalienable rights outlined
in the Declaration of Independence.

Down
1. He was chosen by the Second Continental

Congress to be the commander of the Continental
Army.

3. This document explains why the colonists wanted
to be free from England.

4. This famous American doctor helped Thomas
Jefferson revise the Declaration of Independence.

6. This word refers to the contradictory nature of what
was happening in America at the time of the
Revolution - while many men were proclaiming
freedom and natural rights, they were denying
basic rights to women and African-Americans.

9. This is something, such as a natural right, that can
not be taken away from you.

10. This man was the primary author of the Declaration
of Independence, but he revised it with the help of
Benjamin Franklin and John Adams.

11. Along with Benjamin Franklin, this famous Patriot
helped Thomas Jefferson draft the Declaration of

Independence.

14. This petition, sent directly to King George, was a
last-ditch effort at peace between the colonies and
Britain.


